Peace Comrades,

-How do you think you, your community, and imprisoned people will be impacted by the upcoming Trump regime?

First do the knowledge to 1776 and Hitler ... Donald Trump is following the same ideology (Theory I assume). Our communities are affected by Trump and his administration, due to the continuance of low-income jobs, poverty, police brutality etc. In fact Trump whole agenda is to destroy minorities and enforce “Hitler’s” ideology

-Given this political moment, what are methods of resistance to repression that could be made inside and outside of prison?

In order to end this repression we as Blacks, Asians, Latinos, Indians, and poor whites must unify. We must be aware of who the real enemy is. To regress is a person is to withhold them from achieving all forms of equality.

We must attack from within then system, comrades must educate themselves. We all know bloodshed, what gains freedom? However we must litigators, and physical rights to eliminate the beast stronghold.

Ken